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ABSTRACT
Emission from blazar jets in the ultraviolet, optical, and infrared is polarized. If these low energy
photons were inverse-Compton scattered, the up-scattered high energy photons retain a fraction of
the polarization. Current and future X-ray and gamma-ray polarimeters such as INTEGRAL-SPI,
PoGOLITE, X-Calibur, GAP, GEMS-like missions, ASTRO-H, and POLARIX have the potential to
discover polarized X-rays and gamma-rays from blazar jets for the first time. Detection of such polar-
ization will open a qualitatively new window into high-energy blazar emission; actual measurements of
polarization degree and angle will quantitatively test theories of jet emission mechanisms. We examine
detection prospects of blazars by these polarimetry missions using examples of 3C 279, PKS 1510-089
and 3C 454.3, bright sources with relatively high degrees of low energy polarization. We conclude
that while balloon polarimeters will be challenged to detect blazars within reasonable observational
times (with X-Calibur offering the most promising prospects), space-based missions should detect the
brightest blazars for polarization fractions down to few percent. Typical flaring activity of blazars
could boost the overall number of polarimetric detections by nearly a factor of 5-6 purely accounting
for flux increase of the brightest of the comprehensive, all-sky, Fermi -LAT blazar distribution. In-
stantaneous increase in the number of detections is approximately a factor of 2 assuming duty cycle
of 20% for every source. Detectability of particular blazars may be reduced if variations in flux and
polarization fraction are anticorrelated. Simultaneous use of variability and polarization trends could
guide the selection of blazars for high energy polarimetric observations.
Subject headings:
1. INTRODUCTION
Active Galactic Nuclei (AGNs) are some of the most
luminous yet mysterious objects in the universe. Their
particle and radiative emissions are powered by central
supermassive black holes accreting matter. They are
frequently observed to host relativistic jets, where bulk
kinetic energy is converted to nonthermal random ki-
netic energy of electrons, radiation across the EM spec-
trum, and, possibly, particle emission (ions and neutri-
nos). Thus, these particles and radiation are messengers
of the extreme astrophysical conditions in the core of ac-
tive galaxies and their jets.
Blazars are AGNs where the observer’s line of sight
is closely aligned with the jet axis. Various properties of
the radiation from blazars like the overall intensity, spec-
trum, and variability have been studied with multiwave-
length observations. They have a non-thermal spectral
energy distribution, with a low energy broadband peak
in the range of radio to UV or even X-rays, and a sec-
ond, high-energy peak, which starts from the X-ray band
and can reach TeV or even higher energies. Their low
energy peak is well explained by synchrotron from rela-
tivistic leptons, and as such can be highly polarized (e.g.,
Rybicki & Lightman 1986). If higher energy emission is
in part or in whole due to inverse Compton interactions
of the polarized synchrotron component, then it too will
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retain some polarization.
While blazar polarization at low energies is well-
established, blazar polarization at high energies has re-
ceived much less attention, due to a lack of data. In-
deed, there are few astrophysical sources of any kind
that have measured high-energy polarization. Detec-
tions of polarized gamma-rays near the Crab Nebula
and pulsar (e.g., Dean et al. 2008; Moran et al. 2013)
are the most significant of the high energy polarimetric
observations, with the Crab being used for calibrating
polarization observations. Solar flares also have been
observed in polarized X-rays (McConnell et al. 2003).
Amongst transient sources, there are very few success-
ful observations of gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) as listed
in Chang et al. (2013). No high energy polarimetric
data exists for blazars. This is in part due to the chal-
lenges in measurement of polarization in X-rays and
soft gamma-rays. However, with numerous X-ray and
soft gamma-ray polarimeters at various stages of plan-
ning, design and operation (e.g., Bellazzini et al. 2010;
Pearce et al. 2012; Guo et al. 2013; Krawczynski et al.
2013; Costa et al. 2010; Yonetoku et al. 2011b; Mizuno
2012) and studies of optical / FIR polarization properties
of blazars underway (e.g., Sasada et al. 2011; Ikejiri et al.
2011), a systematic study of high energy polarization
from blazars is attracting renewed interest (Krawczynski
2012; Zhang & Bo¨ttcher 2013; Krawczynski et al. 2013).
In this paper, we focus on detection prospects of X-ray
and soft gamma-ray polarization of blazars with polar-
ized seed photons in their jet. In Sec. 2 we discuss qual-
itatively different models for the high-energy emission
from blazars and the conditions under which this emis-
sion is expected to be polarized. In Sec. 3, we discuss
quantitatively the degree of polarization expected from
2inverse-Compton scattering of polarized low energy pho-
tons by relativistic electrons in the jet with a power-law
distribution. We estimate polarization values for three
of the brightest blazars with fairly high degrees of polar-
ization in the infra-red as an illustration. The minimum
detectable polarization (MDP) for various telescopes in
general is reviewed in Sec. 4. Sec. 5 lists the chosen
brightest blazars and the observing time required to de-
tect the polarization for different polarimeters from the
MDP formula. In section 6, we discuss the influence
of flaring on detection prospects guided by observational
trends of polarization and flaring. We discuss our con-
clusions along with future work in section 7.
2. HIGH-ENERGY POLARIZATION IN BLAZARS:
QUALITATIVE DISCUSSION
Blazar broadband spectral energy distributions ex-
hibit two broad peaks. The first, lower energy peak
is usually attributed to synchrotron emission from lep-
tons that provides a good explanation of the spectrum.
This suggests that peak emission is intrinsically polar-
ized (Rybicki & Lightman 1986). It ranges from ra-
dio to optical and UV, and, for some high-synchrotron-
peaked blazars, to as high an energy as X-rays. Ob-
servations of flat spectrum radio quasars (FSRQs) and
low energy peaked BL LAC (LBL) objects at low en-
ergies (radio to optical) do indeed confirm that the
low-energy peak emission is polarized(e.g., Lazzati 2006;
Rossi et al. 2004; Wardle & Kronberg 1974; Agudo et al.
2010; Fujiwara et al. 2012; ?).The high energy peaked BL
LACs on the other hand have their first peaks in the X-
ray regime. X-ray polarimetry can help confirm the syn-
chrotron origin of this peak. In this paper, we restrict
ourselves to the blazars where polarimetric observations
exist at low energies, i.e. to the FSRQs and LBLs.
The second high-energy peak in blazar spectra is less
well understood and a matter of active debate. It is typ-
ically associated to inverse-Compton scattering of low
energy photons. The emission can be purely leptonic, in
which case primary accelerated electrons are the ones re-
sponsible for upscattering the lower-energy photons. Or
it can involve hadronic processes as well. In the latter
case, the primary accelerated particles also include pro-
tons and ions, and part of the high-energy emission is
produced as a direct product of hadronic interactions
(decay of neutral pions into gamma rays and proton
synchrotron) and part through inverse Compton inter-
actions of relativistic particles produced in hadronically-
induced electromagnetic cascades. For the former case
of inverse-Compton emission by primary electrons, seed
photons can either originate in external sources (Ex-
ternal Compton mechanism, EC) [e.g. Meyer et al.
(2012) and earlier references therein] such as the ac-
cretion disk and the broad-line region or from inter-
nal sources within the jet like the synchrotron photons
[e.g. Zacharias & Schlickeiser (2012) and earlier refer-
ences therein] (self-synchrotron Compton, SSC).
In the SSC case, the high-energy emission retains
a fraction of the synchrotron photon polarization due
to the nature of the inverse Compton scattering pro-
cess (Bonometto et al. 1970; McNamara et al. 2009;
Krawczynski 2012; Zhang & Bo¨ttcher 2013). The EC
mechanism, on the other hand, is generally expected to
produce lower degree of polarization from both analyti-
cal calculations (Bonometto et al. 1970) and simulations
(Krawczynski 2012). Simulations in McNamara et al.
(2009) find higher degrees of polarization for both EC
and SSC.
Polarization is a key ingredient in the multimessen-
ger understanding of blazars. It can distinguish be-
tween different emission mechanisms of blazars such as
hadronic and leptonic and even between different lep-
tonic models as mentioned in, e.g., McNamara et al.
(2009); Krawczynski (2012); Krawczynski et al. (2013)
and demonstrated in a model-dependent way in
Zhang & Bo¨ttcher (2013). Blazar variability can serve as
an additional diagnostic for monitoring the relation be-
tween the jet activity and polarization. This will also al-
low measurement of polarization during the flaring states
of those blazars whose polarization would, under normal
circumstances, be undetectable. We examine the effect
of flux increase due to flaring of blazars in general. The
detailed study of relations between variability and polar-
ization for individual blazars is left for future work.
3. DEGREE OF HIGH ENERGY POLARIZATION OF
BLAZARS: EXPECTATIONS
3.1. High energy polarization from inverse-Compton
scattering of low energy photons
Polarization is quantified in terms of the degree of po-
larization, Π which is the fraction of polarized light, and
by the polarization position angle, ψ. Bonometto et al.
(1970) calculated the polarization of photons produced
by inverse-Compton scattering of a monochromatic beam
of photons by an unpolarized electron distribution; both
populations are assumed to have no spatio-temporal vari-
ations. In this calculation, the initial and scattered pho-
ton energies (ǫ and Eγ respectively) satisfy Eγ ≫ ǫ and
Eγǫ/m
2
e ≪ 1 (Thomspon limit) where me is electron
mass in energy units ; both of these should be valid for
blazar emission up to ∼ 100 GeV.
Krawczynski (2012) revisited this calculation, both an-
alytically and numerically, and confirmed the results of
Bonometto et al. (1970). Krawczynski (2012) also com-
puted, for the first time, the polarization from inverse-
Compton scattering by an isotropic distribution of elec-
trons in the Klein-Nishina regime. For a photon spec-
trum generated by an isotropic distribution of electrons
with a power-law energy spectrum of index p upscat-
tering mono-energetic, unidirectional, Πinit = 100% po-
larized photons, the resulting polarization fraction is
(Krawczynski 2012)
Πe,powerlaw =
(1 + p)(3 + p)
(11 + 4p+ p2)
. (1)
The retained polarization is substantial: for p = 2(3),
Πe,powerlaw ≈ 65% (75%). These numbers assume the
polarization and propagation directions of the polarized
seed photons are perfectly aligned. In general, as shown
in Krawczynski (2012), this retained fraction depends on
the polarization angle, the angle between the seed photon
and the magnetic field direction, the spectral index, etc.
Evaluating this complex geometric factor for each blazar
is beyond the scope of this work. But in order to account
for this effect, we make the simplifying assumption that
the polarization and propagation direction of the seed
photons are at a fixed average angle to retain a fraction,
3ηavg = 80% of polarization. This is a reasonable number
for blazar electron indices ≈ 2 according to Krawczynski
(2012). For an arbitrary initial polarization degree Πinit,
the upscattered polarization fraction becomes
Πupscatter = ηavg Πe,powerlaw Πinit (2)
3.2. Motivation for using observed polarization of low
energy seed photons
For blazars, the initial (“seed”) polarization Πinit is
that of the low-energy photons, which themselves arise
from synchrotron emission. Theoretically, for a power-
law distribution of electrons, the degree of polarization
for synchrotron is (e.g., Rybicki & Lightman 1986),
Πsync =
p+ 1
p+ 7/3
. (3)
This would give large values, Πinit ≈ 70% for typical
blazars where p = 2−3. Optical observations show a high
degree of polarization (e.g., Angel & Stockman 1980) al-
ways lower than this maximum synchrotron limit in sev-
eral cases. This is because, as various effects like Faraday
rotation and inhomogeneities in the magnetic field as also
presence of thermal components can reduce this value
(Netzer 2013). Fermi-detected blazars with low degrees
of polarization in the optical and IR have been observed
(Fujiwara et al. 2012; ?). In light of the diversity of the
observed low-energy blazar polarization, we will restrict
our predictions only to blazars with observed values of
Πinit. We thus propose to test empirically the relation
between degrees of low energy polarization and high en-
ergy polarization.
In general, Π is a function of the direction of target
photons and energy of the scattered photons. Figures 8
and 9 in Krawczynski (2012) show Π to be an increasing
function of the scattered photon energy, from energies of
∼100 keV to nearly 100 MeV’s or so. This suggests that
soft gamma-rays are likely to be polarized. In general,
this depends upon the target photons for the particular
blazar type. However, a detailed calculation appropriate
at hard X-ray / soft gamma-ray energies is needed to
show this explicitly. This is not the focus of this paper.
4. DETECTION SENSITIVITY OF TELESCOPES:
MINIMUM DETECTABLE POLARIZATION
The detectability of polarization in a given source of
certain strength by a given detector is quantified in terms
of the minimum degree of polarization the detector can
establish (the minimum detectable polarization, MDP).
The MDP is the minimum fraction polarized intensity
detectable given the strength of the source, RS rela-
tive to the background, Rbg in a given exposure time,
T. The MDP of a source producing a partially polar-
ized signal, RS counts sec
−1, is given by (Novick 1975;
Weisskopf et al. 2010a; Kalemci et al. 2004),
MDP =
nσ
µ RS
√
2(RS +Rbg)
T
, (4)
nσ is the detection significance, Rbg is the background
count rate, and µ is the modulation factor, which quan-
tifies the detector response to polarized light (with µ = 1
being perfect polarization sensitivity and µ = 0 being no
polarization sensitivity). Given a detector with a certain
modulation factor µ and background Rbg counts sec
−1,
Eq. (4) can be inverted to determine the amount of time
required to detect a source producing RS counts sec
−1.
The observation time required to detect that a certain
signal is polarized at a certain degree is different from
the time required to make a measurement (both polar-
ization degree and angle) of its polarization with some
given uncertainty. A measurement of the source’s po-
larization properties constitutes the joint measurement
of both the amplitude (degree, Π ) and phase (related
to the position angle, ψ) of polarization as opposed to
simply the amplitude. This difference is discussed by
Weisskopf et al. (2010a); Strohmayer & Kallman (2013)
and the heart of the issue is that more photons are needed
in order to jointly measure both the degree and position
angle, than to simply establish that the source is polar-
ized at a certain degree. Following the analysis in both
Weisskopf et al. (2010a); Strohmayer & Kallman (2013)
and their suggested prescription, in this paper we make
this distinction between the time required for a 3-sigma
measurement of the MDP degree, Π alone (establish po-
larization degree with only 1% probability for the devia-
tion from zero-polarization to be caused by chance) and
the time required for a joint 3-sigma measurement of the
degree, Π, corresponding to the MDP and position angle,
ψ. We tabulate both these times for the selected sources
in section 5. The times differ by a factor ≈ n2σ/4 = 2.25
for the polarization degrees of Π ≈ 10%.
The GEMS White Paper (Krawczynski et al. 2013)
proposes for GEMS-like missions a strategy similar to
what we describe below. They emphasise using archival
data on low energy polarization in order to motivate ob-
servations of high energy polarization. In this work we
extend such calculations to polarimeters beyond GEMS-
like missions, and explicitly consider the effects of flux in-
crease during blazar flaring. Based on this, we motivate
the possibility of simultaneous polarization observations
of blazars at low and high energies taking advantage of
current and future low-energy blazar polarization moni-
toring programs, such as the RoboPol optopolarimetric
program (?), and the F-GAMMA(Angelakis et al. 2010),
and OVRO (Richards et al. 2011) programs in radio fre-
quencies.
5. DETECTION PROSPECTS OF BLAZARS
5.1. Selection of test cases
We use blazars in Ikejiri et al. (2011) and
Fujiwara et al. (2012) (selected from the Fermi -
LAT catalog and studied in IR polarization) as the
pool from which to select a few good candidates for
high-energy polarization detection and use them as
demonstration cases in our calculations below. Some
of these are very bright, some possess a high degree
of polarization, while others are variable and are good
candidates for temporal studies. Thus, there are several
alternate ways of selecting candidate blazars for polari-
metric studies depending on both blazar characteristics
and observability. 3C 279, PKS 1510-089 and 3C 454.3
are 3 of the brightest blazars that have the highest mea-
sured IR polarization recorded by various polarimeters
as listed in Ikejiri et al. (2011); Fujiwara et al. (2012).
In addition, they have shown significant variability
(Abdo et al. 2010a; Sasada et al. 2011; Wehrle et al.
2012; Jorstad et al. 2010). Their flaring behaviour make
them promising candidates a priori for polarization
4measurements as we will comment on in section 6. For
these reasons, we will focus on these three sources for
the remainder of this section.
5.2. High-energy polarimeters
Both main instruments on board INTEGRAL, IBIS
and SPI, have reported polarization measurements of
GRBs (Go¨tz et al. 2013, 2009; McGlynn et al. 2007,
etc.,). Thus, it is natural to check prospects of
blazar measurements with INTEGRAL. In addition,
there are a number of polarimeters in various stages
of planning, commissioning and operation. We explore
GEMS-like missions (Krawczynski et al. 2013) as well
as other instruments (Bellazzini et al. 2010) : balloon
based polarimeters PoGOLITE (Pearce et al. 2012) and
X-Calibur (Guo et al. 2013); space based instruments
ASTRO-H (Mizuno 2012) and POLARIX (Costa et al.
2010), which are in the stage of planning; and the
Gamma-Ray Burst Polarimeter (GAP) (Yonetoku et al.
2011b), which is already functional and has successfully
detected polarized signals from some GRBs.
GAP on board IKAROS is designed specifically for
GRBs and was able to detect polarized signals from
GRBs 110301A, 110721A and 100826A (Yonetoku et al.
2012, 2011a). Despite being suited for prompt polarime-
try of GRBs, it is worth looking at prospects of blazar
polarimetry with GAP, particularly those which have
demonstrated high flux variations like the 3 we consider.
5.3. Strategy of calculations
We use observed polarization values, Πinit to deter-
mine the degree of high energy polarization of a blazar,
Πupscatter,blazar as described in section 3. In order to do
this, we scale from the sensitivity of polarimeters to a
Crab-like source for each blazar. We denote this source
using the subscript “calib” (for calibrator), as this is es-
sentially a way of calibrating the response of the po-
larimeter. The sensitivity of polarimeters are given in
terms of the amount of time taken to detect the MDP
from a source of a given flux (typically expressed in
mCrab units) in accordance with Eq. 4.
Scaling from the Crab using Eq. (4), we get then the
required observation times, Tobs. Here there are 3 cases,
if the background for the polarization signal is same for
both the calibrator and blazar, noting that this may not
always hold true in practice. First, when the source sig-
nal is much higher than the background for both the
calibrator source and the blazar i.e. Rblazar, Rcalib ≫
Rbg. Second, when the background dominates over
the signal for both i.e.,Rblazar, Rcalib ≪ Rbg. Third,
when the calibrator signal dominates the background,
but the background dominates the blazar signal i.e.,
Rcalib ≫ Rbg ≫ Rblazar. A fourth case would occur
if the blazar signal dominates the background, but the
calibrator doesn’t. However, it is highly unlikely that the
blazars are brighter than the calibrator source which is
typically the Crab.
In the first case, when the blazar and calibrator
count rates are much higher than the background i.e.
Rcalib, Rblazar ≫ Rbg, the required observation times are
given by,
Tobs,blazar
Tobs,calib
∣∣∣∣
sig dom
=
(
Rcalib
Rblazar
)(
MDPcalib
Πupscatter,blazar
)2
(5)
In the second case, when both the blazar and calibra-
tor count rates are much lower than the background,
i.e.,Rcalib, Rblazar ≪ Rbg, the required observation times
are given by,
Tobs,blazar
Tobs,calib
∣∣∣∣
bgd dom
=
(
Rcalib
Rblazar
)2(
MDPcalib
Πupscatter,blazar
)2
(6)
respectively. This is true provided the background is the
same for the calibrator and the blazar such that it drops
out from the ratio of observing times. In the third case
i.e., Rcalib ≫ Rbg ≫ Rblazar, the observation time is
given by,
Tobs,blazar
∣∣∣∣
bgd dom
Tobs,calib
∣∣∣∣
sig dom
=
(
Rcalib Rbg
R2blazar
)(
MDPcalib
Πupscatter,blazar
)2
From the above it is clear that the third case is gives an
intermediate value for required observation time com-
pared to the first two cases, as RcalibRblazar ≫
Rbg
Rblazar
≫ 1
in the third case. The actual observation time will be
within the range set by these first two limiting cases
given by eqns. 5 and 6, that are independent of the
background count rate. This is of course true if the back-
ground rates for the calibrator and blazar are the same
or approximately the same. If the calibrator and blazar
backgrounds are different, their ratio would appear in
the equation 6. This would increase the maximum re-
quired observing time in the case that the background
rate for the blazar is much higher than that for the cal-
ibrator source. In this case, the polarization signal from
the blazar would simply be very hard to observe.
Here, we assume that the degree of high energy po-
larization of a blazar due to inverse-Compton scattering
calculated from eqn. 2 should be measurable by the po-
larimeter. Therefore, we determine time required to do
so given a dedicated observation of the particular blazar.
We drop the subscript “blazar” in the tables.
5.4. Inputs
5.4.1. Flux of the Crab in different energy ranges
In order to scale off the calibrator source, either we
need to express blazar fluxes in units of mCrab or con-
vert the flux of the calibrator and blazar in the same units
(photons cm−2 sec−1 is used). Because of the difference
between the Crab energy spectrum and the candidate-
blazar spectra, this conversion is energy-dependent, and
so our first input is the flux of the Crab in each instru-
ment’s energy range. In order to determine the photon
number flux of the calibrator source, there are two steps.
First, we derive the energy flux in the polarimeter range
for each of the 6 instruments, FE, ∆Epol,calib(j) from the
observed energy flux FE, ∆Eobs,calib(j) listed in column 4
of Table 1, where j = 1−6 corresponding to the polarime-
ter index. Here, ∆Epol(j) = Epol,min(j) − Epol,max(j)
symbolizes the energy range of the polarimeter consid-
ered and ∆Eobs(j) = Eobs,min(j) − Eobs,max(j) symbol-
izes the energy range of observed fluxes used as input.
And then we convert this scaled energy flux at the po-
larimeter energies, FE, ∆Epol,calib(j) or column 5 of Ta-
ble 1 into a photon flux, Fph, ∆Epol,calib(j) in the same
5Polarimeter energy range Observed Energy Range Photon Value of mCrab Value of mCrab Value of mCrab Calibrator flux
∆Epol(j) = ∆Eobs(j) = index Observed energy flux Scaled energy flux Scaled photon flux
Epol,min(j)− Epol,max(j) Eobs,min(j)−Eobs,max(j) ΓCrab(j) FE, ∆Eobs,calib(j) FE, ∆Epol,calib(j) Fph, ∆Epol,calib(j)
(keV) (keV) (10−12ergs cm−2 sec−1) (10−12ergs cm−2 sec−1) (10−5 cm−2 sec−1) (mCrab)
PoGOLITE : 25− 80 17 − 60 2.1 14.3 12.8 19.1 200
X-Calibur : 25− 80 17 − 60 2.1 14.3 12.8 19.1 25
GEMS-like : 2− 10 2− 10 2.1 2.4× 101 2.4× 101 3.8× 102 1
POLARIX : 2− 10 2− 10 2.1 2.4× 101 2.4× 101 3.8× 102 1
ASTRO-H : 50− 195 14− 195 2.1 23.86 9.151 6.344 10
GAP : 50− 195 14− 195 2.1 23.86 9.151 6.344 1000
TABLE 1
Values of mCrab for the energy range of polarimeters are listed here and the way they are obtained for the appropriate
energy range from existing data is described section 5.4.1. We list the energy fluxes in observed energy ranges and the
scaled energy fluxes appropriate for the polarimeter energy range, ∆Epol(j) = Epol,min(j)−Epol,max(j), using the spectral
index, Γcalib(j) of the Crab in the observed energy range, Eobs,min(j)−Eobs,max(j). In the final column, we also list the
calibrator flux values in mCrab.
energy range listed in column 6. The final column 7,
lists the calibrator flux values from column 6 in mCrab
units. Since, we use observed energy fluxes as input,
we chose the observed values in the energy range closest
to the polarimeter range and use the photon index Γ to
scale. For the 6 polarimeters under consideration, the
energy ranges are labelled as (Epol,min(j)−Epol,max(j)).
PoGOLITE and X-Calibur have Epol,min(1, 2) = 25
keV and Epol,max(1, 2) = 80 keV, GEMS-like instru-
ments and POLARIX have Epol,min(3, 4) = 2 keV and
Epol,max(3, 4) = 10 keV, and finally ASTRO-H and GAP
have Epol,min(5, 6) = 50 keV and Epol,max(5, 6) = 195
keV as indicated in Table 1.
IBIS / INTEGRAL measured the Crab flux in the en-
ergy range from Eobs,min(1)−Eobs,max(1) = 17− 60 keV
(Krivonos et al. 2010a)5. In order to scale to the energy
range of PoGOLITE and X-Calibur, we use this flux and
scale with the spectral index from SPI / INTEGRAL
(Jourdain et al. 2008). For GEMS-like missions and for
POLARIX we use the Crab flux measured by RXTE in
the same energy range, ∆Epol = ∆Eobs = 2 − 10 keV
, (Weisskopf et al. 2010b). This scaling is done by the
following equation,
FE, ∆Epol,calib(j) = FE, ∆Eobs,calib(j) (7)
×
Epol,min(j)
2−Γcalib(j) − Epol,max(j)
2−Γcalib(j)
Eobs,min(j)2−Γcalib(j) − Eobs,max(j)2−Γcalib(j)
for j = 1−4. Γcalib(j) is the photon index of the Crab in
the considered range of energy. For j = 3, 4, the eqn. 7
trivially holds true.
For ASTRO-H and GAP ( ∆Epol = 50 − 195 keV)
6,
we use here the Crab flux in the energy range ∆Eobs =
14 − 195 keV from the 70 Month Swift - BAT All -
sky Hard X - Ray Survey (Baumgartner et al. 2013) and
an average spectral index of 2.1 from several measure-
ments (Kirsch et al. 2005). Then the Crab flux in the
energy range from between the minimum energy of the
observed range Eobs,min(5, 6) = 14 keV and the minimum
5http://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/db-perl/
W3Browse/w3table.pl?tablehead=name
%3Dintibisass&Action=More+Options
6 In practice, ASTRO-H is expected to have polarimetry in-
formation from 50 - 300 keV, but here we will consider the range
below 195 keV where observed flux values are available.
polarimeter energy Epol,min(5, 6) = 50 keV is derived
from the IBIS flux between Eobs,min(1) − Eobs,max(1) =
17 − 60 keV. This flux is subtracted from BAT band
flux, FE, ∆Eobs,calib(1) to give the calibrator flux in the
ASTRO-H / GAP energy range as,
FE, ∆Epol,calib(j)=FE, ∆Eobs,calib(j)− FE, ∆Eobs,calib(1) (8)
×
Eobs,min(j)
2−Γcalib(1) − Epol,min(j)
2−Γcalib(1)
Eobs,min(1)2−Γcalib(1) − Eobs,max(1)2−Γcalib(1)
for j = 5, 6. Note that the numerator of the second
term in the above equation, correctly has Eobs,min(j) and
Epol,min(j) as we want to subtract the flux in the range
from Eobs,min(j) − Epol,min(j) = 14 − 50 keV. For the
Crab, since the spectral index is ≈ 2.1 for both the IBIS
and the BAT range one can simply use this value for both
the observed and polarimeter energy ranges. For blazars,
the same approach is followed with the energy range for
which observed fluxes are available.
After determining the energy flux in the polarimeter
energy range, the second step is to calculate the photon
number flux as
Fph, ∆Epol,calib(j)=
FE, ∆Epol,calib(j)
Epol,min(j)
2− Γcalib(j)
1− Γcalib(j)
(9)
×
1−
(
Epol,max(j)
Epol,min(j)
)1−Γcalib(j)
1−
(
Epol,max(j)
Epol,min(j)
)2−Γcalib(j)
for j = 1 − 6. The Crab fluxes (both energy fluxes and
photon counts) in the various energy ranges of the in-
struments of interest are tabulated in table 1.
5.4.2. Fluxes, photon, and electron indices, seed
polarization of blazars
The photon fluxes of the selected blazars are computed
just like for the Crab as described in the previous section.
First the energy fluxes in observed ranges, are scaled to
the polarimeter energy ranges with the appropriate spec-
tral indices Γblazar(j), as
FE, ∆Epol,blazar(j) = FE, ∆Eobs,blazar(j) (10)
×
Epol,min(j)
2−Γblazar(j) − Epol,max(j)
2−Γblazar(j)
Eobs,min(j)2−Γblazar(j) − Eobs,max(j)2−Γblazar(j)
6Polarimeter id Polarimeter Energy range Observed energy Scaled energy Photon index Electron index Seed
j energy range of observed flux flux of blazar flux of blazar of blazar of blazar Polariz. degree
∆Epol(j) ∆Eobs(j) FE, ∆Eobs,blazar(j) FE, ∆Epol,blazar(j) Γblazar(j) p(j) Πinit
(keV) (keV) (×10−12ergs cm−2 sec−1) (×10−12ergs cm−2 sec−1) (%)
1,2 25 - 80 17 - 60 12.40 13.07 1.6 2.2 20.0
3,4 2 - 10 2 - 10 10.00 10.00 1.56 2.12 20.0
5,6 50 - 195 14 - 195 34.3 22.7 1.49 1.98 20.0
TABLE 2
Input parameters for 3C 279 with detailed description in section 5.4.2. We list the energy fluxes in observed energy
ranges and the scaled energy fluxes appropriate for the polarimeter energy range, ∆Epol(j) = Epol,min(j)− Epol,max(j),
using the spectral index, Γ of 3C 279 in the observed energy range, Eobs,min(j)− Eobs,max(j). In the final column, we also
list the seed polarization degree value (temporal average). For ASTRO-H and GAP, we scale fluxes to BAT energy
range of 50-195.
Polarimeter id Polarimeter Energy range Observed energy Scaled energy Photon index Electron index Seed
j energy range of observed flux flux of blazar flux of blazar of blazar of blazar Polariz. degree
∆Epol(j) ∆Eobs(j) FE, ∆Eobs,blazar(j) FE, ∆Epol,blazar(j) Γblazar(j) p(j) Πinit
(keV) (keV) (×10−12ergs cm−2 sec−1) (×10−12ergs cm−2 sec−1) (%)
1,2 25 - 80 10 - 50 38.2 45.7 1.23 1.46 15.0
3,4 2 - 10 2 - 10 6.09 6.09 1.38 1.76 15.0
5,6 50 - 195 14 - 195 70.0 36.4 1.38 1.76 15.0
TABLE 3
Input parameters for PKS 1510-089 with detailed description in section 5.4.2 as in Table 2 for 3C 279.
Polarimeter id Polarimeter Energy range Observed energy Scaled energy Photon index Electron index Seed
j energy range of observed flux flux of blazar flux of blazar of blazar of blazar Polariz. degree
∆Epol(j) ∆Eobs(j) FE, ∆Eobs,blazar(j) FE, ∆Epol,blazar(j) Γblazar(j) p(j) Πinit
(keV) (keV) (×10−12ergs cm−2 sec−1) (×10−12ergs cm−2 sec−1) (%)
1,2 25 - 80 17 - 60 1.03× 102 1.02× 102 1.8 2.6 10.0
3,4 2 - 10 2 - 10 17.6 17.6 1.53 2.06 10.0
5,6 50 - 195 14 - 195 133.0 32.87 1.52 2.04 10.0
TABLE 4
Input parameters for 3C 454.3 with detailed description in section 5.4.2 as in Table 2 for 3C 279.
for j = 1 − 4. And as in the previous section describing
the calibrator flux calculation, for ASTRO-H and GAP,
the energy fluxes appropriate for the polarimeter ranges
need to be calculated with
FE, ∆Epol,blazar(j) = FE, ∆Eobs,blazar(j)− FE, ∆Eobs,blazar(1) (11)
×
Eobs,min(j)
2−Γblazar(1) − Epol,min(j)
2−Γblazar(1)
Eobs,min(1)2−Γblazar(1) − Eobs,max(1)2−Γblazar(1)
for j = 5, 6. The fluxes and the photon indices of the
blazars are taken from the literature. From the photon
index, Γ, the electron index is calculated in the Thomson
limit in the electron rest frame, p = 2Γ− 1. This is used
to calculate the high energy polarization fraction due to
IC scattering, Πe,powerlaw from eqn. 1.
For 3C 279, the IBIS flux from the INTEGRAL IBIS
All Sky Survey (INTIBISASS) of Hard X-ray Sources
7 (Krivonos et al. 2010b) is used and scaled to PoGO-
LITE and X-Calibur energy ranges using the spectral in-
dex from Swift BAT AGN 60 month survey (Ajello et al.
2012). For GEMS-like and POLARIX, the mean RXTE
flux from figure 4 in (Collmar et al. 2010) that is consis-
tent with Swift XRT measurements is used. And spectral
index is the Swift XRT value in (Collmar et al. 2010).
7http://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/db-perl/
W3Browse/w3table.pl?tablehead=name
%3Dintibisass&Action=More+Options
For ASTRO-H and GAP, the Swift BAT 70 month sur-
vey fluxes (Baumgartner et al. 2013) and Swift BAT 60
month AGN catalog indices (Ajello et al. 2012) 8 are used
in the range 14 − 195 keV. The IBIS flux for 3C 279 in
the 17 - 60 keV band is then scaled to 14 - 50 keV and
subtracted from the BAT flux to match the appropriate
range.
Similarly, fluxes and indices are determined for PKS
1510-089 and 3C 454.3. For PKS 1510-089, the fluxes
taken are Suzaku (Kataoka et al. 2008) (10 - 50 keV)
for PoGOLITE and X-Calibur, Swift (2 - 10 keV)
(Abdo et al. 2010b) for GEMS-like and POLARIX, and
the BAT 70 month survey fluxes for ASTRO-H and
GAP (Baumgartner et al. 2013). Both the photon index
and flux values for PKS 1510-089 are the Suzaku val-
ues in table 3 for the power-law + disk blackbody model
(PL+DB) model of Kataoka et al. (2008) in the 10−50
keV range. And for 14−195 keV, the photon index along
with the flux is from Swift-BAT 70 month Hard X-ray
survey (Baumgartner et al. 2013) Like for PKS 1510-089,
for 3C 454.3 the fluxes are from INTIBISASS, Swift-
XRT and BAT respectively. The photon index for 3C
454.3 to scale to the 25 − 80 keV range is taken from
8http://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/db-perl/
W3Browse/w3table.pl?tablehead=name
%3Dswbatagn60&Action=More+Options
7combined analysis of IBIS/ISGRI, SPI and JEM-X data
done in Pian et al. (2006). For 2 − 10 keV, the values
are from are from Swift-XRT (Abdo et al. 2010b) for
2 − 10 keV and for 14 − 195 keV, again Swift-BAT is
used (Baumgartner et al. 2013). Once, we get the energy
fluxes in the polarimeter energy ranges, we can readily
compute the photon fluxes using the spectral indices as
was done for the calibrator,
Fph, ∆Epol,blazar(j)=
FE, ∆Epol,blazar(j)
Epol,min(j)
2− Γblazar(j)
1− Γblazar(j)
×
1−
(
Epol,max(j)
Epol,min(j)
)1−Γblazar(j)
1−
(
Epol,max(j)
Epol,min(j)
)2−Γblazar(j) (12)
We use these photon fluxes, Fph, ∆Epol as inputs in
eqns. (5) and (6) instead of the source count rates, R. In
absence of detailed energy dependent models of effective
areas for every polarimeter, a consistent way of deter-
mine the photon count rates for every blazar is difficult.
And hence, ignoring distinction between Fph, ∆Epol and
R we put
Rblazar = Fph, ∆Epol,blazar ; Rcalib = Fph, ∆Epol,calib (13)
This difference is only important for those blazars whose
photon indices are different from the average Crab index
of 2.1. An approximate calculation for ASTRO-H assum-
ing a power-law dependence of effective area on energy
9 shows that for PKS 1510-089 with the most different
spectral index of ≈ 1.4, there is approximately a factor of
2 difference in the ratio of Rblazar/Rcalib when the energy
dependence of the effective area is accounted for. Thus,
it is not a significant difference in the observation times
relative to the range calculated here.
Seed photon IR polarization values are taken from
average values consistent with Fujiwara et al. (2012);
Ikejiri et al. (2011). All these inputs are listed in Tables
(2), (3), (4).
5.5. Polarimeter sensitivities & polarization detection
prospects
5.5.1. Detection times for the polarimeters
The polarimeter sensitivities are expressed in terms of
their ability to detect polarization from a Crab-like sig-
nal quantified in terms of the minimum detectable po-
larization in Eq. (4). The high-energy polarization de-
gree for each test source is derived from Eq. 1 using seed
photon IR polarization values from Ikejiri et al. (2011);
Fujiwara et al. (2012), and, together with the other in-
puts discussed above, can be used to compute the expo-
sure or observation time, Tobs,blazar required to detect the
polarization degree from the blazar under consideration.
As an illustration we look at the case of po-
larimetry with INTEGRAL. Both main instruments
on board INTEGRAL, IBIS and SPI, have re-
ported polarization measurements of GRBs (Go¨tz et al.
2013, 2009; McGlynn et al. 2007, etc.,). Thus, it
is natural to check prospects of blazar measure-
ments with INTEGRAL. With a modulation factor
9http://astro-h.isas.jaxa.jp/researchers/sim/
effective_area.html
of ∼ 20% Kalemci et al. (2004) in the spectrome-
ter on INTEGRAL, SPI, for the Crab, with RS =
0.18 counts sec−1 and Rbg = 14 counts sec
−1, an ex-
posure of 1000 ksec gives MDP = 44.4 %. 3C454.3,
one of the brightest blazars which is also known
to flare, has a flux of 1.85 × 10−10 ergs cm−2 sec−1
(Vercellone & for the AGILE Team 2012). Scaling off
the Crab using Eq. (4), this translates into a detection
time of ≈ 108 ksec. Therefore, this simple calculation
shows that INTEGRAL is not well-suited to detect po-
larization from blazars.
For other high-energy polarimeters, we determine the
observation times using eqns. (5) and (6). Tables
5 6 7 8 9 10 show approximate observation times required
to detect polarization of 3C 279, PKS 1510-089 and 3C
454.3 using the polarimeters, PoGOLITE, X-Calibur,
GEMS-like missions, POLARIX, ASTRO-H and GAP.
The scaling is done in terms of the photon number fluxes
from observed energy fluxes. To do this computation, the
effective areas for each polarimeter must be used to deter-
mine the counting rates, R for both Crab and the blazars.
However, it is difficult to do this for future missions where
the energy dependence of the effective areas is not un-
derstood very well yet. As described in the previous
section, for our candidate blazars, this difference results
in a factor of order unity, which is less than the factor
between the background and signal dominated regimes.
The last column indicates the exposure times required
to jointly measure the same polarization degree, Π and
position angle, ψ at 3σ above zero in accordance with
Weisskopf et al. (2010a); Strohmayer & Kallman (2013).
The times increase in proportion to the square of the
significance of the measurement. Thus, in going from
a 3-sigma measurement to a 5-sigma measurement, the
required time will increase by a factor of ≈ 2.8 for a mea-
surement of either 1 or 2 parameters. In going from a
3-sigma 1 parameter measurement to a 5-sigma 2 param-
eter measurement, this factor is
(
32
4
)
×
(
5
3
)2
= 6.25 All
these times are subject to the assumption that system-
atic errors do not dominate the statistical errors.
5.5.2. Detection prospects and strategy
From these estimates it is clear that the detection of
polarization from blazars is challenging with balloon-
borne polarimeters compared to space polarimeters.
Space based instruments will almost certainly detect a
signal, if indeed the high energy emission from jets in
blazars is polarized. On the other hand, balloon-borne
experiments with a higher detection time (equivalently
a higher MDP threshold) will need to have their sys-
tematics moderated and perhaps need blazars with a
higher flux and degree to find a positive detection. Flar-
ing blazars observed with dedicated balloon flights may
have a chance of having their polarization detected. This
will demand planned observations based on triggers from
the optical, UV, IR telescopes monitoring flaring activ-
ity. Our estimates based on the MDP (Guo et al. 2013;
Pearce et al. 2012) suggest X-Calibur will have a bet-
ter chance of detecting a polarization signal from blazars
than PoGOLITE.
With the future space based instruments, the sensitiv-
ity is much higher and thus statistically significant detec-
tions are highly likely with reasonable observing times.
8Source Photon Flux MDP Photon Flux High Energy 3-σ Π 3-σ (Π, ψ)
Sensitivity (Rcalib) (Rblazar) Polariz. Degree measurement time measurement time
(×10−5 cm−2 sec−1) (%) (×10−5 cm−2 sec−1) Πupscatter(%)
Tobs,blazar
Tobs,calib
n2σ
4
Tobs,blazar
Tobs,calib
3C 279 3.82× 103 10.0 18.50 10.81 1.77× 102 − 3.65× 104 3.98 × 102 − 8.21× 104
PKS 1510-089 62.0 6.94 (1.28 − 78.8)× 102 2.88 × 102 − 1.78× 104
3C 454.3 1.47× 102 5.73 7.92× 101 − 2.06× 102 1.78 × 102 − 4.63× 103
TABLE 5
Observational prospects for PoGOLITE (25 - 80 keV): 200 mCrab source at 10%
polarization detectable in 1 flight (20 days). Measurement times calculated using eqns 5 and 6.
Source Photon Flux MDP Photon Flux High Energy 3-σ Π 3-σ (Π, ψ)
Sensitivity (Rcalib) (Rblazar) Polariz. Degree measurement time measurement time
(×10−5 cm−2 sec−1) (%) (×10−5 cm−2 sec−1) Πupscatter(%)
Tobs,blazar
Tobs,calib
n2σ
4
Tobs,blazar
Tobs,calib
3C 279 4.78× 102 4.5 18.50 10.81 4.47− 115.39 10.07− 2.60× 102
PKS 1510-089 62.0 6.94 3.24− 25.0 7.29− 56.2
3C 454.3 1.47× 102 5.73 2.00− 6.52 4.51− 14.7
TABLE 6
Observational prospects for X-Calibur (25 - 80 keV): 25 mCrab source at 4.5%
polarization is detectable in 1000 ksec. Measurement times calculated using eqns 5 and 6.
Source Photon Flux MDP Photon Flux High Energy 3-σ Π 3-σ (Π, ψ)
Sensitivity (Rcalib) (Rblazar) Polariz. Degree measurement time measurement time
(×10−5 cm−2 sec−1) (%) (×10−5 cm−2 sec−1) Πupscatter(%)
Tobs,blazar
Tobs,calib
n2σ
4
Tobs,blazar
Tobs,calib
3C 279 3.8× 102 2.0 142.0 10.66 9.4× 10−2 − 2.5× 10−1 (2.1− 5.7)× 10−1
PKS 1510-089 83.0 7.46 0.3− 1.5 7.4× 10−1 − 3.4
3C 454.3 2.48× 102 5.28 2.2× 10−1 − 3.4× 10−1 (5.0− 7.6)× 10−1
TABLE 7
Observational prospects for GEMS-like instrument (2 - 10 keV): 1 mCrab source
at 2% polarization is detectable in 1000 ksec. Measurement times calculated using eqns 5 and 6.
Source Photon Flux MDP Photon Flux High Energy 3-σ Π 3-σ (Π, ψ)
Sensitivity (Rcalib) (Rblazar) Polariz. Degree measurement time measurement time
(×10−5 cm−2 sec−1) (%) (×10−5 cm−2 sec−1) Πupscatter(%)
Tobs,blazar
Tobs,calib
n2σ
4
Tobs,blazar
Tobs,calib
3C 279 3.8× 102 10.0 142.0 10.66 2.4− 6.3 5.3× 100 − 1.4× 101
PKS 1510-089 83.0 7.46 8.2× 100 − 3.8× 101 (1.9− 8.5)× 101
3C 454.3 2.48× 102 5.28 5.5− 8.4 1.2× 101 − 1.9× 101
TABLE 8
Observation prospects for POLARIX (2.0-10.0 keV): 1 mCrab source at
10% polarization is detectable in 100 ksec. Measurement times calculated using eqns 5 and 6.
Source Photon Flux MDP Photon Flux High Energy 3-σ Π 3-σ (Π, ψ)
Sensitivity (Rcalib) (Rblazar) Polariz. Degree measurement time measurement time
(×10−5 cm−2 sec−1) (%) (×10−5 cm−2 sec−1) Πupscatter(%)
Tobs,blazar
Tobs,calib
n2σ
4
Tobs,blazar
Tobs,calib
3C 279 6.344× 101 4.3 14.3 10.40 7.58× 10−1 − 3.37 1.71− 7.57
PKS 1510-089 22.6 7.46 0.93− 2.62 2.10− 5.89
3C 454.3 20.61 5.26 2.06− 6.33 4.59− 14.0
TABLE 9
Observational prospects for ASTRO-H (50-195 keV): 10 mCrab
source at 4.3% is detectable in 1000 ksec. Measurement times Calculated using eqns 5 and 6.
Space based instruments are not dedicated merely to
polarization measurements and therefore, observational
strategies are required. Due to the high sensitivity, qui-
escent or non-flaring blazars are also expected to be dis-
covered. This is achievable during all sky scans as well as
by targeted, longer observations of the more dim blazars.
And for flaring blazars optical, UV, IR triggers can be
used for making detections. These strategies must be
kept in mind while planning for future missions.
5.6. Motivation for synchronous multiwavelength
polarimetry
9Source Photon Flux MDP Photon Flux High Energy 3-σ Π 3-σ (Π, ψ)
Sensitivity (Rcalib) (Rblazar) Polariz. Degree measurement time measurement time
(×10−5 cm−2 sec−1) (%) (×10−5 cm−2 sec−1) Πupscatter(%)
Tobs,blazar
Tobs,calib
n2σ
4
Tobs,blazar
Tobs,calib
3C 279 6.344× 103 20.0 14.3 10.40 1.64× 103 − 7.28× 105 3.69 × 103 − 1.64× 106
PKS 1510-089 22.6 7.46 2.02× 103 − 5.66× 105 4.54 × 103 − 1.27× 106
3C 454.3 20.61 5.26 4.41× 103 − 1.37× 106 1.00 × 104 − 3.03× 106
TABLE 10
Observational prospects for GAP (50.0-300.0 keV): 1 Crab source at 20%
polarization is detectable in 2 days. Measurement times calculated using eqns 5 and 6.
In addition to using published and archival data, it
would be highly effective in to perform synchronous, mul-
tiwavelength polarimetry with high-energy polarimeters
and low energy polarimeters suited for blazar observa-
tions, such as RoboPol (?), F-GAMMA (Angelakis et al.
2010), and OVRO (Richards et al. 2011). From the
above results, idea of using a dedicated, specialised
polarimeter at longer wavelengths in conjunction with
a high energy polarimeter will significantly improve
the chances of detecting high energy polarization from
blazars. This is because monitoring the flaring activ-
ity of blazars as described in detail the next section
can be potentially be very useful to improve detection
prospects. Furthermore, there is evidence that polariza-
tion certainly at low energies is dynamic (?). This sug-
gests that given low energy polarization is ultimately a
source of high energy polarization, in the SSC scenario,
polarimetric variability could be crucial at X-rays and
gamma rays too. Polarimetric variability means that
there are times when the degree of polarization increases
and therefore detectability improves (Sasada et al. 2011).
In cases where the amount of polarization decreases with
flux, variability in flux could yet be connected to that
in polarization (Ikejiri et al. 2011; Abdo et al. 2010a),
a connection that would ultimately lead to clues about
the underlying mechanisms. Thus, multiwavelength po-
larimetry sharpen the emission models which connect the
low energy to the high energy emission. Therefore, in
order to faithfully probe the emission models, it is im-
portant to perform synchronised multiwavelength obser-
vations. Dedicated blazar polarimetric monitoring pro-
grams (such as RoboPol) are thus critical to our under-
standing of polarization and in general emission processes
in blazars.
6. CHANGE IN DETECTABILITY DUE TO FLARING
6.1. Different effects of flaring
Blazars are well-known to flare at all observed wave-
lengths, including in the gamma-ray (e.g., Nalewajko
2013, and references therein). The high energy (X-ray
and gamma-ray) fluxes can vary by up to a factor of 10
or 20 when they flare (e.g., Nalewajko 2013, and refer-
ences therein). Of course, the factors could be higher
for exceptional flares. Even the low energy fluxes have
high flaring factors (Ulrich et al. 1997). As discussed in
the previous section, flaring activity of blazars affect the
detectability in the polarization domain. The direct rea-
son is simply that those blazars in their quiescent state
falling below the detection sensitivity of high energy po-
larimeters, may be pushed above threshold when they
flare. In practice however, from the fluxes of our candi-
date blazars in the previous section and the observation
times needed to detect them, it is only the very bright few
blazars that will be detected anyway. And so the bright
end of the source flux distribution dNdF is of interest. This
is what we discuss in the next section 6.2
Secondly, the polarization signal itself may vary due to
the flaring activity. This could reduce the detectability
if the degree of polarization goes down, as in the case
of the gamma-ray flare seen from 3C 279 (Abdo et al.
2010a). Detectability also could be reduced to due to
variation in the polarization angle (Marscher et al. 2008;
Abdo et al. 2010a). Alternately, the detectability could
improve due to a positive correlation between flux and
polarization, as reported in the case of AO 0235+164
and PKS 1510-089 by Sasada et al. (2011). This effect
needs to be studied observationally. However, as shown
in Ikejiri et al. (2011), there is no statistically significant
correlation between the variation in optical and near-
IR flux and variation in polarization properties namely
polarization degree, Π and position angle, ψ of flaring
blazars. Only 30% blazars in their well observed sample
showed a positive correlation in the flux and polariza-
tion degree variations and 12% a negative correlation.
And only 3-4 blazars showed rotation of the polarization
plane, with flaring. Also, there is no established statisti-
cal correlation between variations in gamma-ray flux and
polarization properties. We will quantify the effect on an
individual blazar that shows some correlation, later in
this section. However, this is not a significant effect for
a statistical sample of blazars. Therefore our treatment
will ignore this effect.
6.2. Quantitative effect of flux increase on detectability
Here we quantify the increase in the detected fraction
of blazars purely due to an increase in their flux. This ef-
fectively amounts to lowering of the detection limit by the
same factor. For this we use the formalism of Feldman
and Pavlidou (in preparation) to compute this increased
detection fraction detailed in Appendix A. This formal-
ism models blazar high-energy output with two states:
a quiescent state with flux Fq, and a flaring state with
flux Ff = ηflareFq, where the flaring enhancement fac-
tor is typically ηflare ∼ 10. The duty cycle χ gives the
fraction of time spent in the flaring state, with typical
values ∼ 20%. This means that the time-averaged mean
flux F = [1+(ηflare−1)χ]Fq is higher than the quiescent
flux Fq. Picking an average value of the flaring factor and
duty cycle for the population of blazars is an assumption
which can easily be violated depending on the energy
band of observation, the chosen blazar and indeed at dif-
ferent times for a single blazar. There is a large variance
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in flare properties of blazars and it is beyond the scope
of this paper to delve into any of these complications.
However, one can still make conservative predictions of
increase in detectability of blazars by picking conserva-
tive values of flare factors and duty cycle. Higher flare
factors and lower duty cycles will result in a positive in-
crease in the detectability.
As mentioned before, polarization is likely to be de-
tectable only in the brightest blazars, and thus we study
the effects of flaring on the bright end of the source flux
distribution. The LAT distribution (Abdo et al. 2010c)
of blazar fluxes shows that the the number of sources
above a mean flux F is a broken power law, with the
two regimes divided at a “break” flux, Fb. The brightest
blazars have F > Fb. In this regime, the observed flux
distribution is dN/dF ∝ F−β1 where β1 = 2.49, when
the entire sample of blazars (i.e. both FSRQs and BL
LACs) is taken. Thus, the number of blazars detected
by a high energy polarimeter in their quiescent state is
Ndet =
∫
∞
Fsens
dF
dN
dF
∝
(
Fsens
Fb
)1−β1
(14)
when the flux sensitivity is Fsens of the polarimeter.
Now the effect of flaring is to effectively reduce the
sensitivity limit by the flaring factor, ηflarefrom Fsens to
Fsens/ηflare. For a typical flaring factor ηflare ∼ 10, one
would expect the number of sources to increase by a fac-
tor of ηβ1−1flare , or ≈ 1.5 orders of magnitude. On the other
hand, the enhancement is only present for a fraction of
time given by the duty cycle. This implies that effec-
tively, one does not reduce the sensitivity by the full
flaring factor ηflare, but instead reduces the sensitivity
by a lower valued effective factor ηflare,eff weighted by
the duty cycle as given by Eq. (A3). This reduces the
total number of sources detected when flaring to,
Nf,det =
∫
∞
Fsens/ηflare,eff
dF
dN
dF
∝
(
Fsens/ηflare,eff
Fb
)1−β1
(15)
For values, χ = 20% and ηflare = 10, ηflare,eff = 3.57
which gives an increase factor of 6.67 instead of 1.5 or-
ders of magnitude. This implies that the number of ad-
ditional sources detected above the sensitivity threshold
due to flaring is ≈ 5-6 times the number if the sources
were in their quiescent state. This is of course assum-
ing that all sources can in principle flare and that the
observation time is long enough all of these flares have
been observed. At any given instant, the number of ad-
ditional sources is simply given by the product of the
number of additional sources overall, and the duty cycle
χ. Thus, the instantaneous boost for a duty cycle of 20%
is 1 additional source for every quiescent source.
As there are a handful of blazars at the bright end
of the source flux distribution to begin with, instead of
a detailed statistical description, individual blazars that
are known to flare and have a high degree of polarization
at the lower energies should be selected for pointed ob-
servations. Individually, some blazars such as 3C 454.3
do show some correlation in the variation of their polar-
ization properties with flaring. 3C 454.3 for instance has
exhibited a rotation in polarization angle with flaring.
The reduction in the measured polarization degree could
be as high as a factor of 100 from Table 2 in Ikejiri et al.
(2011) with a variation from 0.2−22.5%. The variation in
flux is also nearly a factor of 10 in V-band magnitudes.
There is evidence for correlation over a day timescale
between X-ray and gamma ray variability on one hand
and optical variability on the other (Jorstad et al. 2010).
Thus, if the high energy fluxes also vary proportionally,
the amplification in high energy flux is also a factor of 10.
Scaling from Eq. 4, this could lead a factor of ≈ 25− 250
increase in the detection time, if there is perfect anti-
correlation. On the other hand, given the nature of cor-
relation found in Ikejiri et al. (2011), this is quite likely
not such a drastic effect, and could even in some phases
reduce the detection time.
7. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The prospects of detecting high energy polarization
from blazars appear to be very realistic with current and
future generations of polarimeters. The space based de-
tectors such as POLARIX, ASTRO-H and a GEMS-like
mission are quite likely to detect a polarization signal
from blazars within reasonable observation times, based
on their sensitivities, if the systematic uncertainties are
not dominant. ASTRO-H for instance, could detect the
listed blazars in ∼ 106 seconds with a modest degree
of polarization O(10%), and fluxes in a state of quies-
cence. A GEMS-like mission will take a few hours to
do this. POLARIX has the potential to do the same
in less than an hour. GAP is specifically designed for
GRBs, however, it is quite possible that a flaring blazar
whose polarization does not reduce with flux may be de-
tected by it. Balloon borne polarimeters cannot do as
well. Between the two listed here, X-Calibur is relatively
the more sensitive, though our predictions suggest it will
be challenging for it to provide a detection in reasonable
exposure times. The key would be to observe a vari-
able source with a positive correlation between flux and
polarization degree in an episode of flaring.
These observing prospects quantified in terms of the
observation times required to make these detections are
based on the MDP expression in Eq. 4. The underly-
ing assumption is that the measurements are not lim-
ited by systematics and other observational constraints
like mode of observation and high backgrounds near the
source region. Therefore, the observation times may in-
crease depending on these factors. However, our results
provide an indication of the promise of blazar detec-
tions with several polarimeters particularly space based
and the comparisons between them. Furthermore, we
make the distinction between time required to mea-
sure the polarization degree alone from these blazars
and that taken to produce joint measurements of the
degree and the position angle Weisskopf et al. (2010a);
Strohmayer & Kallman (2013). While a positive detec-
tion of a polarization signal from blazars will be a big
achievement in adding a new source class to high energy
polarimetry, a measurement of the degree will ultimately
put constraints on the physics of jet emission.
As described in section (6), variability of blazar fluxes
has a key role to play in the detection prospects. Sta-
tistically, the number of blazar detections are likely to
increase with flaring events, possibly by a factor of 5-6
if we wait long enough allowing for all flaring candidates
to flare. The instantaneous increase in sources on the
other hand is ≈ 100% for a duty cycle of 20% or 1 addi-
tional blazar per quiescent blazar already detected. This
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is purely accounting for flux increase due to flaring. In
practice, since the brightest blazars at the tail end of the
flux distribution are the ones that are most likely to over-
come the polarization detection threshold, this leads to
a handful of additional blazars. Therefore, the detection
strategy would be to plan observations of the brightest
blazars with a history of flaring. A further selection can
be made from these depending upon correlation between
low energy polarization variations and high energy flux
variability. Individual blazars, show an increase or reduc-
tion in detectability depending on variation of polariza-
tion properties with that in flux. 3C 454.3 for instance,
may be more challenging to detect in polarization due to
rotation of the polarization angle with flaring. Examples
like this and their counterexamples strongly emphasise
the need for synchronous, multiwavelength polarimetric
observations. For this reason dedicated high-cadence op-
topolarimetric programs optimized for blazar detection
are crucial to such observations. In general, the success
of pointed blazar observations by high energy polarime-
ters could lie in the wealth of polarimetric and variabil-
ity information provided observational studies at lower
energies. Such observations will help select the most
promising targets for blazar observations and also the
times when they are most likely to be detectable based
on variability.
Not just episodic increases in flux, but persistent vari-
ability is also connected to polarimetry. A quantitative
understanding of multiwavelength variability of blazars
using statistical tools to determine timescales, correla-
tion properties of variability constrains not only the size
and location of the emission region, but also emission
mechanisms, magnetic fields etc. Thus, variability and
polarimetric studies are complementary and should go
hand in hand.
Polarimetry represents the next frontier in high energy
astronomy with several scientific questions hinging on it.
As indicated by several authors (e.g.,. Krawczynski 2012;
Krawczynski et al. 2013; Zhang & Bo¨ttcher 2013), polar-
ization can help to distinguish between different emission
mechanisms of jets i.e. leptonic vs hadronic and also
between different leptonic models. It is complementary
to (non) detection of neutrinos from blazars. The mag-
netic field structure is directly probed by polarimetry
(Krawczynski 2012; Zhang & Bo¨ttcher 2013). Measure-
ments of high energy polarimetry are thus, a powerful
probe of several astrophysical and physical questions.
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APPENDIX
EFFECT OF FLUX INCREASE DUE TO FLARING ON SOURCE FLUXES
Every blazar flares given a long enough time. Feldman and Pavlidou treat the flaring and quiescent blazars as a
single population with two states. Both flaring and quiescent blazars are represented by a single luminosity function.
The two states differ by a flaring factor is given by
ηflare =
Ff
Fq
(A1)
where Ff and Fq are fluxes in the flaring and quiescent state respectively. This flaring factor is assumed to be the same
for all blazars and uniform in flux. This is however an assumption that is very often untrue as there is substantial
variance in the flare properties. Flare amplitudes may vary from a factor of a few to nearly 3-4 orders of magnitude
in exceptional cases (Feldman and Pavlidou in preparation). This depends on the energy band of observation. Also,
the same blazar can have a variation in the duty cycle and flaring amplitude (e.g., Jorstad et al. 2010). Our goal is
not to delve into these details, but make some conservative estimates of the increase in detectability of blazars based
on average properties.
Feldman and Pavlidou (in preparation) find that the source flux distribution fitting the Fermi -LAT data has
contributions from both quiescent and flaring sources (Abdo et al. 2010c). This is at GeV energies. We need an
extrapolation of the distribution down to the fluxes at keV and MeV energies at which the polarimeters operate in
absence of observed source flux distribution at these energies. In practice, this is easy as blazars have a power-law
spectrum. And this will be done at the end when we provide numbers for the fractional increase in the detected
blazars.
As a result of flaring, the break flux Fb in the source flux distribution as observed in Fermi -LAT is shifted to the
lower value Fb/ηflare. So, the source flux distribution is modified to include both flaring and quiescent blazars as they
may be treated as a single population given by,
dN
dF
∣∣∣∣
obs
=A
(
F
Fb
)
−β1
+AηflareCq
(
ηflareF
Fb
)
−β1
, F ≥ Fb (A2)
since, we are only interested in the high end of the blazar flux distribution. Here Cq represents the factor by which
the number of blazars in the quiescent state exceed the number in the flaring state at any given time in the universe
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and is related to the fraction of the times the blazar is in the high state or the duty cycle, χ as Cq =
1−χ
χ . In this
case, the flaring flux Ff is related to the mean flux, 〈F 〉 as,
Ff =
ηflare
(ηflare − 1)χ+ 1
〈F 〉 = ηflare,eff〈F 〉 (A3)
The mean flux is computed for the limit when all additional blazars that exceed the sensitivity limit due to flaring,
are detected. For a duty cycle, χ = 20% and a flaring factor, ηflare = 10, the effective flaring factor is ηflare,eff = 3.57.
Suppose, Nu is the number of sources undetected in the quiescent state, but that are detected during their flaring
state. Therefore,
Nu =
∫ Fsens
Fsens
ηflare,eff
dN
dF
dF =
∫
∞
Fsens
ηflare,eff
dN
dF
dF −
∫
∞
Fsens
ηflare
dN
dF
dF
=Nf,det −Nq,det (A4)
where Fsens is the sensitivity of the polarimeter and ηflare,eff is the effective amplication factor due to flaring accounting
for a finite duty cycle. Therefore the fractional increase of sources observed due to flaring increases is given by,
f =
Nu
Nq,det
(A5)
where Nq,det is the number of blazars detected in a state of quiescence i.e. without any increase in flux of any blazar
due to flaring.
In accordance with (Abdo et al. 2010c). with the parameter values corresponding to the best fit values for all blazars
both FSRQs and BL LACs put together are AFermi = 16.46× 10
−14cm2 sec deg−2, Fb = 6.60× 10
−8ph cm−2 sec−1 ,
β1 = 2.49 and β2 = 1.58. Picking a sensitivity higher than the break flux Fsens = Fbηflare,eff as most certainly the
blazars detectable are above the break, the value of f ≈ 5.7 for a duty cycle, χ of ∼ 20% and a flaring factor of
ηflare = 10 assuming all flaring events have occurred. Instantaneously, however, the gain is simply Nu×χ which gives a
factor of 2 for a uniform duty cycle of 20%. However, as stated before the actual numbers would depend on a number
of factors including the assumption that all blazars flare.
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